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Abstract. Formal Ontology is a discipline whose business is to develop formal the-
ories about general aspects of reality such as identity, dependence, parthood, truth-
making, causality, etc. A foundational ontology is a specific consistent set of these
ontological theories that support activities such as domain analysis, conceptual clar-
ification, and meaning negotiation. A (well-founded) core ontology specifies, un-
der a foundational ontology, the central concepts and relations of a given domain.
Foundational and core ontologies can be seen as ontology engineering frameworks
to systematically address the laborious task of building large (more specific) do-
main ontologies. However, both in research and industry, it is common that ontolo-
gies as computational artifacts are built without the aid of any framework of this
kind, often yielding modeling mistakes and representation gaps. In this paper, we
analyze a case in the domain of cybersecurity, namely, the case of D3FEND - an
OWL knowledge graph of cybersecurity countermeasure techniques proposed by
the MITRE Corporation. Based on the Reference Ontology for Security Engineer-
ing (ROSE), a core ontology of the security domain founded in the Unified Founda-
tional Ontology (UFO), our investigation reveals a number of semantic issues and
opportunities for improvement in D3FEND, including missing concepts, semantic
overload of terms, and lacking constraints that cause an under-specification of the
model. As a result of our ontological analysis, we propose several suggestions for
the appropriate redesign of D3FEND to overcome those issues.

Keywords. D3FEND, Cybersecurity, (Cyber)Security ontologies, Ontological
analysis and engineering, Knowledge Graph

1. Introduction

In any field, as the complexity of the domain grows, there is a need of standardizing
the interpretation of domain notions for both human communication and machine in-
ferencing. Taxonomies offer a first step in this direction listing classes of things that
are subsumed under certain categories. Ontologies as computational artifacts represent a
network of concepts, relations, and constraints pertaining to the domain at hand.
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In contrast, in philosophy, Formal Ontology is a discipline that aims to develop for-
mal theories about general aspects of reality, including the definition of identity, prop-
erties, dependence, part-whole relation, causality, events, etc. A foundational (top-level
or upper) ontology is a specific consistent set of these ontological theories, capable of
providing support to the tasks of domain analysis, conceptual clarification, and meaning
negotiation — that are crucial when one has to build an ontology as a computational
artifact [1]. Indeed, top-level ontologies help with the development of high-quality core
and domain ontologies, improving their consistency and interoperability [2]. A (well-
founded) core ontology specifies, under a foundational ontology, the central concepts and
relations of a given domain (e.g., Risk, Value, Trust, Security, etc.). Upper ontologies ef-
fectively contribute to detecting and preventing ontology design mistakes [3], enhancing
the quality and interoperability of domain and core ontologies [4]. To make an analogy,
foundational ontologies, and reference domain ontologies work as ontology engineering
frameworks, by accelerating and improving the practice of ontology engineering, just
like web development frameworks (e.g., React, Angular, Django, etc.) accelerate and im-
prove the practice of web development. Nevertheless, surprisingly, both in research and
industry, ontologies as computational artifacts are very often built without the aid of any
framework of this kind [5,6], favoring recurrent modeling mistakes and gaps.

In this paper, we dive into the domain of security as a particular case study. In this
domain, the need for ontology development was already acknowledged two decades ago
by [7], while a recent systematic mapping study of the literature has revealed the lim-
itations of the current security ontologies [5]. In particular, this latter study shows that
foundational ontologies are seldom used in the practice of engineering these artifacts.
More specifically, in cybersecurity, the situation is not different, as shown by [8,6]. In
this domain, an artifact that stands out by its increasing popularity among practition-
ers and scholars is D3FEND. It is a novel knowledge graph of cybersecurity counter-
measure techniques proposed by the MITRE Corporation [9], which aggregates a cata-
log of defensive cybersecurity techniques and their relationships to offensive techniques.
D3FEND’s primary goal is to help to standardize the vocabulary used to describe de-
fensive cybersecurity technology functionality. A number of recent cybersecurity stud-
ies make use of it for the process of identification and assessment of cyber threats, and
response against them [10,11,12,13,14], among other applications, including the design
of a game to support security education and risk assessment [15]. D3FEND is also an
example of an ontology developed without an explicit tie to an upper ontology, and to the
best of our knowledge, there is no systemic ontological analysis of this artifact, whose
validity seems to be taken for granted. The combination of these factors makes D3FEND
an interesting target for our analysis.

Based on the Reference Ontology for Security Engineering (ROSE) [16], a core
ontology of the security domain founded in the Unified Foundational Ontology (UFO)
[17,18], we proceed with an ontological analysis of the conceptual model behind
D3FEND, revealing several semantic issues and opportunities for improvement that
could be addressed by relying on a foundational ontology as support. In particular, our
analysis identifies cases of semantic overload, missing concepts, and a systematic lack of
constraints. Under the assumptions of UFO and ROSE, we also suggest how the issues
identified can be solved, thus contributing to improving D3FEND accordingly. The im-
plications of our analysis make a case in favor of employing foundational and reference
ontologies in ontology engineering practice, as captured by Varzi’s dictum “No ontol-
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ogy without Ontology” [19]. Through this work, we expect to contribute to the develop-
ment of the ontology engineering practice in cybersecurity, in general, and the D3FEND
project, in particular.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: section 2 briefly presents the
background of our work, namely, D3FEND, UFO, and ROSE. Our exposition of UFO
and ROSE is limited to what is necessary to support our analysis; section 3 presents the
ontological analysis of D3FEND. In doing that, we identify both general semantic issues
of its conceptual model as exposed by UFO, as well as domain-specific issues regarding
its conceptualization of security, according to ROSE. In that same section, we indicate a
number of concrete opportunities for improving D3FEND according to our frameworks
and analysis; section 4 concludes the paper by presenting some final considerations.

2. Background

2.1. The D3FEND knowledge graph of cybersecurity countermeasures

Given the necessity of specifying cybersecurity countermeasures and capabilities, a team
at the MITRE Corporation has built D3FEND [9] (which stands for “Detection, De-
nial, and Disruption Framework Empowering Network Defense”)2. The motivation is
that practitioners should know not only what threats a capability claims to address, but
also how exactly these threats are addressed from a security architecture and engineer-
ing viewpoint, and under what conditions a solution would work. This is particularly
important, for example, to inform acquisitions and investigations in cybersecurity.

D3FEND is an OWL specification representing types and relations that aim to de-
fine both the central concepts in the cybersecurity countermeasure domain and the re-
lations necessary to connect those concepts to each other. The process of construction
of D3FEND has followed a bottom-up approach, by surveying patents from U.S. Patent
Office, existing knowledge bases (MITRE Cyber Analytic Repository, ATT&CK knowl-
edge base), and other data sources (academic papers, technical specifications, and pub-
licly available product technical documentation) [9]. The creators of D3FEND have made
a deliberate choice to defer alignment to a foundational or reference ontology in a top-
down approach3.

A cybersecurity countermeasure is understood as “any process or technology de-
veloped to negate or offset offensive cyber activities” [9]. D3FEND is intended to pro-
vide not only an understanding of what a countermeasure does but also how it does
what it does. D3FEND does not prescribe specific countermeasures, nor does it evalu-
ate their effectiveness and priority. However, by standardizing the vocabulary of cyber-
security countermeasures, D3FEND may support these activities. The primary audience
of D3FEND is security systems architecture experts and technical executives who make
acquisition or investment decisions.

2The D3FEND official website is https://d3fend.mitre.org/. Here is MITRE’s announcement of D3FEND:
https://www.mitre.org/news-insights/impact-story/mitres-d3fend-connects-cyber-community-counter-threats.

3Personal communication with Peter Kaloroumakis and others directly involved in the creation of D3FEND
(in the D3FEND Slack channel).
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The fundamental idea of the D3FEND model involves relating OFFENSIVE TECH-
NIQUES, taken from a portion of MITRE’s ATT&CK framework4, and DEFENSIVE
TECHNIQUES through DIGITAL ARTIFACTS. By using OWL and SPARQL reasoning
services, D3FEND is able to show which DEFENSIVE TECHNIQUES somehow counter
which OFFENSIVE TECHNIQUES due to the mediation of DIGITAL ARTIFACTS with
which they are both associated. This also defines the scope of D3FEND since it does not
include administrative and supportive countermeasure functionalities, but only those that
directly counter adversary behavior. Moreover, any measure that is not directly related
to DIGITAL ARTIFACTS is not under D3FEND’s scope. For instance, a strong password
policy is in its scope because it directly affects an organization’s technology configura-
tion baseline, thus it involves digital artifacts. In contrast, investments in employee cy-
bersecurity awareness through training programs do not directly interact with DIGITAL
ARTIFACTS, so this kind of measure is outside D3FEND’s scope. [9]

Whereas the ATT&CK framework [20] deals with adversary behavior via OFFEN-
SIVE TECHNIQUES organized by the tactical objectives they support (OFFENSIVE TAC-
TIC), D3FEND deals with DEFENSIVE TECHNIQUES organized by the tactical objec-
tives they support (DEFENSIVE TACTIC). DIGITAL ARTIFACTS are in-between, being
affected by both offensive and defensive techniques. TACTICS represent “the what” of
an action, a defensive or offensive goal to be achieved by the means of TECHNIQUES
(“the how”), which enable the TACTICS. OFFENSIVE TACTICS subsume COLLECTION,
COMMAND AND CONTROL, CREDENTIAL ACCESS, EXECUTION, among others. DE-
FENSIVE TACTICS subsume DECEIVE, EVICT, DETECT, HARDEN, among others. None
of these lists are intended to be exhaustive. Finally, events are introduced by the concept
DIGITAL EVENT, but it is still a work in progress with a minor role in D3FEND’s main
use cases.

2.2. The Unified Foundational Ontology

UFO is a domain-independent axiomatic theory developed to contribute to the founda-
tions of Conceptual Modeling [17,18]. It is one of the most used foundational ontologies
in conceptual modeling [21], and it has been successfully employed in many projects in
different countries, by academic, government, and industrial institutions in the develop-
ment of core and domain ontologies in different domains (e.g., Trust, legal relations and
Constitutional Law, Risk and Value, Service, Software Requirements and Anomalies,
Discrete Event Simulation, etc.)[17].

UFO makes a distinction between TYPE (Universal) and INDIVIDUAL. One thing is
the specific (individual) John’s cup of tea; another thing is a cup of tea as a type of object,
which may have subtypes, such as an ornamented cup of tea, a metal cup of tea, etc. Types
and individuals are disjoint, and whatever exists, according to UFO, is either a type or
an individual. Individuals are instances of at least one type, so there is a mirroring of the
taxonomy of individuals over the type level (for example, events are instances of types of
events). In UFO, individuals are classified as either ABSTRACT INDIVIDUAL (specific
numbers, sets, propositions) or CONCRETE INDIVIDUAL (the ones that exist in space-
time). The latter branch is divided into EVENTS, SITUATIONS (roughly, individual state
of affairs), OBJECTS, and ASPECTS (DISPOSITIONS and QUALITIES). The categories of

4MITRE ATT&CK is a knowledge base of adversary tactics and techniques based on real-world observa-
tions. Here is its official website: https://attack.mitre.org/.
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EVENT and ENDURANT are disjoint (say, a party should not be confused with the people
that participate in it). Figure 1 summarizes this taxonomy through a UML Class diagram.

Figure 1. A partial representation of UFO’s taxonomy, adapted from [18].

In UFO, events represent changes from one situation to another due to the manifes-
tation of objects’ dispositions (e.g., capabilities, liabilities, vulnerabilities, etc.) [22,23].
This creates the following pattern: certain situations activate certain dispositions, which
are manifested by events wherein objects (the bearers of those dispositions) participate,
leading to new situations. In this case, it is said that a situation triggers an event, which
brings about another situation. For example, antivirus software has capabilities to search,
detect, and remove viruses. Under the right settings, after detecting a virus, this software
removes it from the device. This removal is an event of manifestation of the software’s
capabilities, and it brings about a new situation where the virus is not present in the
device anymore. Figure 2 condenses this modeling pattern5.

These patterns are useful from an engineering viewpoint because they help the mod-
eler to understand and represent the domain of interest by specializing them into more
specific concepts and relations. By doing so, it is possible to build larger ontologies by
systematically reusing and combining these micro-theoretical fragments [24]. OntoUML
[17] is a UFO-based modeling language defined as a pattern grammar [25], i.e., as a
language that supports the creation of models by the iterative instantiation of ontology
design patterns, each of which represents a UFO micro-theory. In the remainder of this
paper, we use OntoUML for presenting the ROSE core ontology as well as for supporting
the analysis of D3FEND.

5For a full formalization of UFO-B–the UFO fragment dealing with perdurants–one should refer to [22].
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Figure 2. A partial representation of UFO-B modeling pattern [22], expressed by a UML Class diagram

2.3. The Reference Ontology for Security Engineering

ROSE [16] describes the general entities and relations of the security engineering do-
main, making use of an adapted version of Common Ontology of Value and Risk
(COVER) to capture the value and risk-related notions6. ROSE understands the domain
of security as the intersection between the domain of value and risk, understood under
the terms of the COVER [26], and the dispositional theory of prevention presented in
[23]. The latter extends UFO to explain how certain types of events are prevented or in-
terrupted due to the occurrence of other events of certain types. From this perspective,
an SECURITY MECHANISM is an OBJECT (of any kind) that creates value by protecting
certain INTENTIONS from RISK EVENTS.

Figure 3. Value Experience, adapted from [26,16].

In COVER7, whose fragment is depicted in Figure 3, value is a relational mode that
emerges from the relations between the capacities (DISPOSITIONS) of certain objects

6Files related to ROSE can be found in the following public repository: https://github.com/unibz-core/
security-ontology.

7The OntoUML stereotype connects types and relations in these models to ontological categories of monadic
and relational universals in UFO, respectively. For their ontological justification and semantics, one should
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and the INTENTIONS of an AGENT. The manifestations of these capacities are EVENTS
that bring about a SITUATION that impacts or satisfies the INTENTION of a given AGENT
(a VALUE SUBJECT)–in UFC-C, a goal is understood as the propositional content of an
INTENTION [27], which is an internal commitment that inheres in an AGENT, which spe-
cializes OBJECT. Risk is the anti-value: RISK EVENTS are the manifestations of certain
DISPOSITIONS (namely, THREAT CAPABILITIES and VULNERABILITIES), and, some-
times, INTENTIONS that inhere in an AGENT; these EVENTS bring about a SITUATION
that hurts the INTENTION of a given AGENT (a RISK SUBJECT), as shown by Figure
4. Analogous to value, security (Figure 5) is also a relational mode that emerges from
the relations between the (control) capabilities of OBJECTS and the INTENTIONS of an
AGENT, particularly a PROTECTED SUBJECT; however, manifestations of these capa-
bilities bring about a SITUATION that impacts the INTENTION of an AGENT in a very
specific way: preventing RISK EVENTS [16].

Figure 4. Risk Experience, adapted from [26,16]

Using the prevention theory described in [23], ROSE understands that THREAT CA-
PABILITY, VULNERABILITY, and, sometimes, INTENTION are dispositions associated
with types whose instances maintain a mutual activation partnership [28] to each other8.
This means that a THREAT OBJECT can only manifest its THREAT CAPABILITY if a
VULNERABILITY can be exploited; if the THREAT OBJECT participates in an ATTACK
(an ACTION, an intentional EVENT), then the INTENTION is also required. Analogously,
a VULNERABILITY is only manifested in the presence of a THREAT CAPABILITY. From
a security point of view, the importance of this generic dependence relation among these
entities is that it determines multiple ways by which security measures can work: the
removal of any of them from the situation that could activate them all together implies
the prevention of the associated RISK EVENT. In general, mutual activation partners
compose the conditions of activation of any DISPOSITION, as shown by Figure 3.

A SECURITY MECHANISM is always designed by an AGENT called the SECURITY
DESIGNER to be a countermeasure to events of a certain type (RISK EVENT TYPE)

refer to [18]. Moreover, the colors in these diagrams represent a color convention used by the OntoUML
community: object types are represented in pink, intrinsic aspect types in blue, situation types in orange, event
types in yellow, and higher-order types in darker blue.

8For simplicity, the diagram of Figure 4 omits the mutual activation partnership relations between THREAT

CAPABILITY TYPE, VULNERABILITY TYPE, and INTENTION TYPE but Figure 3 clearly states that types of
dispositions hold that relationship with each other.
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[23,16]. When an OBJECT is made to be a countermeasure to certain types of events, it
aggregates capabilities whose manifestations ultimately prevent these EVENT TYPES in
a systematic fashion. The AGENT creating a SECURITY MECHANISM is not necessarily
the one protected by its proper functioning, i.e., the PROTECTED SUBJECT. However,
both agents have INTENTIONS that are positively impacted by this proper functioning.
For example, the government designs policies for public safety, and the functioning of
such policies satisfies some goals the government had when designing them but also
satisfies the goal of people who want to be safe. Sometimes, the PROTECTED SUBJECT is
the same AGENT as the SECURITY DESIGNER, such as when a person places an electric
fence surrounding their own house.

As shown in Figure 5, a SECURITY MECHANISM is an OBJECT, which may be a
simple physical object like a wall, a high-tech air defense system like the Israeli Iron
Dome, an AGENT like a policeman, a social entity like a security standard or anti-
COVID-19 rules, that bears capabilities called CONTROL CAPABILITIES. The manifes-
tation of this kind of capability is a CONTROL EVENT, which may come in a form of a
chain of events that ultimately causes the CONTROL EVENT. The CONTROL EVENT is
of a type (CONTROL EVENT TYPE) that prevents, directly or indirectly, events of a cer-
tain type (RISK EVENT TYPE). This is so because the CONTROL EVENTS bring about
a CONTROLLED SITUATION, which is of a type that is incompatible with the types of
SITUATIONS (RISK TRIGGER TYPE) that trigger RISK EVENTS of certain types.

Figure 5. Security Mechanism, adapted from [16]

3. Ontological analysis and recommendations for the D3FEND knowledge graph

In [29], an ontological analysis framework is described. The general idea is to compare
two ontologies (as descriptions of a domain), assuming one is the reference to assess
the other. Notice, however, that as shown by [30], this sort of analysis is more than a
matter of direct comparison between the actual structures of these models; it is a matter
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of reconstructing the underlying intended conceptualizations of these models, i.e., about
making their ontological assumptions explicit. Here, UFO and ROSE are our references
to analyze D3FEND. Specifically, three recurrent semantic deficiencies of D3FEND will
be demonstrated in the sequel, namely: (a) ontological incompleteness, when there is an
element in the reference ontology that finds no representation in the evaluated ontology;
(b) construct overload, when two disjoint notions in the reference ontology are repre-
sented by the very same element in the evaluated ontology; (c) under-specification, when
missing domain constraints allow for unintended models of the ontology.

Before we delve into ontological issues, we should highlight that D3FEND is a
work in progress. When we made the analysis reported in this paper, the latest version of
D3FEND at the time (named ‘0.11.0-BETA-1’) was logically inconsistent, which can be
shown by the reasoners (Pellet or FaCT++ 1.6.5, for example) available on the Protégé
ontology editor9. For this reason, in our analysis, we work with a previous (beta) ver-
sion of D3FEND (named ‘0.10.1-BETA-1’), released in June 202210. The goal of this
analysis is not to cover all semantic issues within D3FEND, but primarily to highlight
a few of them that could have been prevented (and which can be fixed) by relying on
the support of a foundational ontology. These problems if not properly addressed can
impact the reusability, interoperability, and domain appropriateness of that artefact [30].
An ontology should not only capture intended instances (scenarios that satisfy the ontol-
ogy specification) but also exclude unintended ones [31]. Our analysis intends to show
the analyzed version of D3FEND falls short both in capturing intended instances and
excluding unintended ones. For the purposes of transparency and reproducibility of this
research, all the related files are publicly available at https://purl.org/d3fend-analysis.

3.1. General semantic issues within D3FEND

The analyzed version of D3FEND is clearly under-specified thus missing many impor-
tant constraints. In particular, it systematically lacks many constraints that should estab-
lish disjointness between classes. In other words, several classes that, even intuitively,
are expected to be disjoint are not disjoint, including DIGITAL ARTIFACT and PHYSI-
CAL ARTIFACT (for example, HARDWARE DEVICE), PHYSICAL OBJECT and DIGITAL

OBJECT, DIGITAL ARTIFACT and DIGITAL EVENT, PHYSICAL LOCATION and PHYS-
ICAL OBJECT, among others. Actually, similar issues have been found in other large on-
tologies, such as Schema.org11, where, for example, LOCALBUSINESS is both a PLACE

and an ORGANIZATION12. In this case specifically, under UFO assumptions, ORGANI-
ZATION and PLACE can be seen as different OBJECTS with different unique principles
of identity, so they cannot be a subtype of one another [32,2]. The case of D3FEND is
often simpler than that because it involves confusion between, for instance, an EVENT,
an ASPECT, and an OBJECT, represented by Figure 1, as we will see — a case of con-
struct overload. We conjecture that, without the aid of the systematic taxonomy of a foun-

9Protégé is available at https://protege.stanford.edu/.
10While this paper was being reviewed, another version of D3FEND was released in January 2023, named

‘0.12.0-BETA-2’, which fixed some of the issues that we identified in our analysis, including the logical incon-
sistency found by the reasoners. Nonetheless, our main argument about the importance of ontological founda-
tions in the ontology engineering practice still holds.

11See: https://schema.org/.
12LOCALBUSINESS in Schema.org: https://schema.org/LocalBusiness.
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dational ontology, ontology engineers usually drop constraints to avoid inconsistencies
as the ontology gets bigger, consequently admitting unintended instances.

In Figure 6, we represent a fragment of D3FEND, as an UML class diagram, in order
to show several semantic issues revealed as unintended subsumption relations. Figure 6
displays the general idea that (offensive or defensive) TECHNIQUES are associated with
DIGITAL ARTIFACTS and can enable OFFENSIVE or DEFENSIVE TACTICS.

Figure 6. A fragment of D3FEND 0.10.1-BETA-1 expressed as a UML class diagram. Black elements are
asserted in the ontology. Red elements are inferred.

• Physical Objects and Locations and Digital Artifacts: By inference, PHYSICAL
OBJECT � DIGITAL ARTIFACT. Consider that an ARTIFACT, in D3FEND, ac-
cording to Wordnet13, is “a man-made object taken as a whole”. Clearly, not
all PHYSICAL OBJECTS are artifacts, let alone DIGITAL ARTIFACTS. Moreover,
PHYSICAL OBJECTS (i.e., things that exist in the world having spatial extension)
are necessarily not digital objects and, hence, not DIGITAL ARTIFACTS. Further-
more, we have that PHYSICAL LOCATION � DIGITAL ARTIFACT, which can be
criticized on the same grounds.

• Tactic and Technique: TECHNIQUE are specialized into offensive and de-
fensive, although incompletely and with type overlapping. This means that
an instance of DEFENSIVE TECHNIQUE can also be an instance of OFFEN-
SIVE TECHNIQUE, and that individuals that are neither of these can be an in-
stance of TECHNIQUE. Likewise, there are OFFENSIVE TACTIC and DEFEN-
SIVE TACTIC, although there is no explicit generalization set called TACTIC
within D3FEND. The meanings of these categories are unclear. We believe that
(offensive or defensive) TACTIC can be interpreted as an INTENTION (to per-
form certain actions), which in UFO is an ASPECT (more specifically, an IN-
TRINSIC MODE). TECHNIQUE seems to either refer to a NORMATIVE DESCRIP-
TION [27] describing an EVENT TYPE or that EVENT TYPE itself. MODES,
NORMATIVE DESCRIPTIONS or, more generally, OBJECT (of which NORMA-

13See: http://wordnet-rdf.princeton.edu/id/00022119-n.
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TIVE DESCRIPTION is a subtype) and EVENT TYPES are mutually disjoint
categories. By inference, TECHNIQUE is a DIGITAL OBJECT, but it is com-
monly annotated with definitions that use action verbs (which suggests its strong
connection to EVENT TYPES). Moreover, D3FEND also contains the follow-
ing constraints: TECHNIQUE � REMOTE RESOURCE and OFFENSIVE TACTIC�
DEFENSIVE TACTIC � NETWORK RESOURCE. These are clearly unintended
constraints, particularly when we notice that NETWORK RESOURCE � DIGITAL

ARTIFACT, which means that a TACTIC can be a DIGITAL ARTIFACT, mixing up
INTENTIONS with OBJECTS, and, allowing that a TACTIC could be also a TECH-
NIQUE. It seems that the notion of TECHNIQUE collapses ontologically different
entities (construct overload) while at the same type suffering from the systematic
lack of proper constraints.

• Types and Instances: in UFO, individuals are instances of at least one type.
D3FEND, actually, makes use of types explicitly: REFERENCE TYPE and REF-
ERENCE. However, they bear no relation to each other. The REFERENCE TYPES

include, e.g., the individuals PATENT and INTERNET ARTICLE, which seem to
be better categorized as types rather than individuals. At the same time, there are
classes called PATENT and INTERNET ARTICLE, which, however, do not include
those individuals as their instances.

• Digital Artifacts and Digital Events: Numerous classes are explicitly asserted
(i.e., not inferred) to be simultaneously a DIGITAL ARTIFACT and a DIGITAL

EVENT, such as COMMAND, DNS LOOKUP, USER ACTION, SYSTEM CALL.
Once again, an unintended fusion between an EVENT and an OBJECT, which
should have been defined as disjoint ontological categories (Figure 1).

As a final example of missing constraints, we made an experiment by creating an
individual that is, concomitantly, a DEFENSIVE TACTIC, a DEFENSIVE TECHNIQUE, a
DIGITAL EVENT, a DIGITAL OBJECT, an OFFENSIVE TACTIC, an OFFENSIVE TECH-
NIQUE, an AGENT, a PROPOSITION, a SENSOR, an ASSESSMENT, a PHYSICAL LOCA-
TION, a PHYSICAL OBJECT, a REFERENCE, and a REFERENCE TYPE. In contrast with
what one would expect from an ontology capturing the real-world semantics of these
notions, no inconsistency results from that.

3.2. Domain-specific ontological issues within D3FEND

ROSE is not an ontology of cybersecurity per se. However, it is an ontology of security
engineering that can be specialized to capture subdomains of security, including cyberse-
curity. We here show that D3FEND does not address a number of questions and patterns
of security, which negatively impacts its expressivity/domain appropriateness. Particu-
larly, D3FEND core conceptual model contains three interconnected main ontologies:
digital artifact, attack, and defense ontologies. From a ROSE perspective, they can be
seen as, respectively, the ontologies of value, risk, and security. With these notions in
mind, we can directly identify domain appropriateness issues in D3FEND.

The first issue refers to the lack of subjects within D3FEND. Although it includes
the concept of AGENT, which subsumes ORGANIZATION and PERSON14, it does not

14Notice that, in D3FEND, PERSON and ORGANIZATION are not disjoint classes, and the former is oddly a
subclass of ∃has-member.PERSON.
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seem to play a role in D3FEND’s core conceptual model. As ROSE and COVER show,
the phenomena of value, risk, and security depend on the subjects’ INTENTIONS that are
affected by the manifestations of dispositions. As an ASPECT, an INTENTION is existen-
tially dependent on their bearers, the subjects. In other words, D3FEND currently lacks
the subjects that would bear OFFENSIVE or DEFENSIVE TACTICS. The practical impli-
cation of this deficit is that it is not possible to recognize which PERSONS and ORGANI-
ZATIONS are being affected by the TECHNIQUES that are associated with TACTICS. In
summary, this is a case of ontological incompleteness regarding VALUE SUBJECT, RISK

SUBJECT, PROTECTED SUBJECT, and SECURITY DESIGNER.
Analogously, the concepts of THREAT OBJECT and ATTACKER are currently miss-

ing in D3FEND, so it is not possible to identify the OBJECTS that are sources of a RISK

EVENT or a ATTACK. Furthermore, the conditions that favor the appearance of a RISK

EVENT (THREATENING SITUATION) or the conditions that favor the occurrence of a
CONTROL EVENT (PROTECTION TRIGGER) are absent. As a result, we cannot properly
describe and assess the situations associated with risk or security.

Then, considering that a cybersecurity countermeasure is defined as “any process or
technology developed to negate or offset offensive cyber activities” [9], there is a blend-
ing of different entities that compose the UFO-B pattern shown by Figure 2, which ap-
pears within the ontologies of value (Figure 3), risk (Figure 4), and security (Figure 5):
the notion of TECHNIQUE obfuscates the distinction between an OBJECT (say, a SECU-
RITY MECHANISM, its capability (say, a CONTROL CAPABILITY), the event or process
that is the manifestation of this capability (CONTROL EVENT), and the resulting state of
the world (CONTROLLED SITUATION) that impacts (positively or negatively) an INTEN-
TION of a subject. This is a clear case of construct overload. D3FEND, actually, includes
a notion of CAPABILITY, but which, ontologically speaking, must be interpreted either as
an INTENTION or a PROPOSITION, given that it is subsumed by CAPABILITY FEATURE

CLAIM. In any case, neither INTENTIONS nor PROPOSITIONS are capabilities, in fact,
all these types are (again) mutually disjoint. Curiously, D3FEND does not include the
notion of VULNERABILITY, which is one of the most common concepts among security
[5] and cybersecurity [8] ontologies.

3.3. Concrete proposals for improving D3FEND

Proposing a complete analysis and improvement of D3FEND is out of the scope of this
paper. However, we can indicate benefits that can be incorporated to D3FEND accord-
ing to the ROSE/UFO ontological framework and the analysis conducted here. Based on
ROSE, the strategy we suggest is the following: (1) specializing the value ontology with
cybersecurity domain-specific entities to capture D3FEND’s digital artifact ontology; (2)
specializing the risk ontology into the cybersecurity domain to capture the ATT&CK
framework — D3FEND’s attack ontology (the entities under the class named ‘ATTACK
Thing’ defined in the OWL file); (3) specializing the security ontology into the cyberse-
curity domain to capture the defensive dimension of D3FEND.

In general, the taxonomic parts of D3FEND can be, systematically, added to its im-
proved version, including the lists of OFFENSIVE TACTIC, OFFENSIVE TECHNIQUE,
DEFENSIVE TACTIC, DEFENSIVE TECHNIQUE, and DIGITAL ARTIFACT, but now in-
troducing the right constraints inherited from UFO and ROSE, thus, removing inconsis-
tencies. Moreover, interestingly, MITRE’s ATT&CK framework maintains a list of threat
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groups cataloged by security community15, but D3FEND does not make use of it. This
catalog would be suitable to populate/instantiate the THREAT OBJECT category.

Information security practitioners and scholars often refer to the notions of Con-
fidentiality, Integrity, and Availability as the “CIA triad”, the fundamental elements of
security controls in information systems [33]. They can be used not only to specialize
the subjects’ INTENTIONS (security goals [34]) but also to specialize LOSS EVENT and
LOSS SITUATION. The latter would result in an incomplete generalization set with the
derived types LOSS OF CONFIDENTIALITY, LOSS OF INTEGRITY, and LOSS OF IN-
TEGRITY. Currently, D3FEND lacks these domain-specific distinctions.

We advocate that following the suggestions and underlying principles discused in
this paper would produce an ontologically improved version of D3FEND. However, the
resulting artifact would also have the additional benefit of facilitated interoperability with
other UFO-based ontologies in related domains including, naturally, those in the domain
of risk [26] and risk progagation [35] but also Trust [36] and Law.

4. Final considerations

Ontology engineering is not an easy task. One of its main challenges involves the ap-
propriate conceptualization of the domain of interest because the ontology is supposed
to not only correctly represent the domain but also excluded unintended interpretations.
To address this problem there are foundational and reference ontologies, exemplified by
the Unified Foundational Ontology’s (UFO) ecosystem. Still, ontologies, as computa-
tional artifacts, are often built without the assistance of this sort of ontology engineering
framework.

D3FEND is a novel OWL knowledge graph of cybersecurity countermeasures that is
gaining popularity among practitioners and academics alike. Exactly because it is prac-
tically relevant as well as a work in progress, we believe it can substantially benefit from
processes of detailed ontological analyses and systematic improvement recommenda-
tions in line with what we put forth in this paper.

In this paper, with the support of UFO and the Reference Ontology for Security
Engineering (ROSE), we systematically identify a number of semantic issues and op-
portunities for improvement within D3FEND. These issues include cases of semantic
overload, ontological incompleteness (both at a general and domain level), and recur-
rent lack of constraints (underspecification). They dent D3FEND’s reusability, interoper-
ability, and correctness with regard to the cybersecurity domain. More to the point, they
could have been avoided (and can be addressed) with the support of a foundational on-
tology. So, this case adds to the growing evidence supporting the thesis that ontological
foundations really matter in the ontology engineering practice.

As previously mentioned, [5] and [8], respectively, systematically analyzed a mul-
titude of ontologies in the security and, more specifically, cybersecurity domains. As
shown there, very few of these ontologies have been developed with the support of foun-
dational ontologies - despite the criticality of the domain. However, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no similar work providing an ontological analysis of, and improve-
ment recommendation proposal for, the D3FEND knowledge graph - again, despite the

15List of threat groups, registered by MITRE: https://attack.mitre.org/groups/.
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wide practical impact and diffusion of that ontology among practitioners. So, we believe
this paper brings contributions to the development of the ontology engineering practice
in cybersecurity, in general, and the D3FEND project, in particular.

The natural next step of our research is to: (1) propose a complete ontological anal-
ysis of D3FEND with the support of ROSE/UFO, aiming at exhaustively identifying se-
mantic issues and opportunities for improvement; (2) generate the OWL version of the
improved D3FEND knowledge graph with the support of gUFO16; (3) demonstrate the
implications of these improvement interventions in real-world use cases, such as cyber-
security risk assessment. In addition to that, as a complementary work, we shall conduct
an analogous ontological analysis of the complementary ATT&CK framework.
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